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PROCEEDINGS 
OF THE 
ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY 
AND MONTHLY RECORD OF GEOGRAPHY. 
A Jo?rney among {he G>reat Andes of the Egqsator. 
BY EDWARD WHYMPER. 
(Read at the Evening Meeting, May 9th, 1881.) 
Diagram of Route, p. 512. 
I LEFT England towards the end of 1879 to travel in the Republic 
of the Equator, for the purpose of exploling the Great Andes of that 
region, and with the object of investigating certain luatters bearing on 
mountain-travel. One of the principal objects of the journey was to 
xamine into the practicability of living at great elevations; but I have 
already, in another place, referred to that matter, and I do not propose 
to touch upon it here at a11, beyond making one observation to 
correct misapprehension. By liling for a considerable tilue at eleva- 
tions of from 16,000 to 18,000 feet, and :rnore especially by passint, 
twenty-sis consecutive hours at a height exceeding 19,000 feet, without 
sustaining inconvenience fronl the low atlnospheric pressure which was 
then experienced, I concluded and believe that if it had been necessary 
for anv purpose to mount several thousand feet higJler, say to the 
lleight of 2A,000 or 2a,0()0 feet, we could have done so. But our 
experiences do not prove that any one could lemain for a length of time 
at such an elevation as 24,000 feet, and unless this can be accomplished 
there is not the least probability, there is not indeed the possibility, 
that any one will evels reach, on foot, the summits of the highest known 
mountains. This ;s not imerely a question of overcoming physical 
difficulties, it is a question of pressure; and it rernains to be seen 
whether the human systean can adapt itself to a pressure only one-third 
of that which we e2zperience at the level of the sea. 
Another of the prillcipal objects of my journey was to compare tlle 
worliing of aneroid against lnercurial barometers at great elevations, 
and also to find out how altitudes obtainecl by calculations based on the 
boilin, ,-point of water compared with the indications of mercurial 
NO. VIII.-AUGUST, 1881.] 2 G 
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barometers, As these matters will be discussed at length elsewhere, I
propose to lnake ouly a few general observations upon them now, and to 
speak first in reCard to aneroids. 
Though it is mrell knows:a that a single aneroid is worthless for giving 
absolute determinations of altitude, many persons employ these instru- 
ments under the contrary supposition. It cannot be too widely under- 
stood that aneroid barometels, besides almost alwa:7s gradually acquiring 
collsiderable rrors, are liable through a variety of causes to sudden 
increasexs in their errors. AYhen a traveller is possessed of a number of 
aneroids it is possible for hiln to detect these sudden increases by com- 
paring one against another; but this is not possible in the case of a 
person who has ouly a single instrument, and in consequence he may be, 
most likely will be, led into the perpetration of serious mistakes. 
It occurred to me that, if a number of aneroids were carried, it lnight 
be possible to obtain decent approsimations to the truth by taking 
means of the whole of those which reinained tolerably constant ogether, 
and rejecting those which were widely apart; and to settle this point I 
took out eight aneroids of the best construction which had been under 
trial nearly twelve months before my daparture, and which were the 
pick of a number of others which had been expressly made for the 
journey. I will tell you now how those eight aneroids behaved. TJpon 
leaving Erlg;land they were well together, the greatest differe:ace 
between them being about the eighth of an inch, or, luore exactly, 13. 
The value of this difference at the level of the sea amounts to about 
100 feet; and if the mean of the whole had been taken there would have 
been but an infinitesimal difference between it and the reading of a 
standard tnercurial. But by the time I arrived at Guayaquil this 
diSerence had increased to 35; on arrival at Guaranda. (8900) it llaa 
still further risen to * 74; at our first camp on C:himborazo (14,300j it 
had mounted to *88. and at our third camp (17,200) to 1*2 inch. These 
were the d;Serences of those which held closest together, rejecting 
those which had clearly gone mad. They differed amongst each 
other at starting to the extent of 100 feet? and by the time we had 
risen to 17,000 feet this diSerence had increased to about tqoo thousaq2d 
feet. If you consider that these were not aneroids elected at landom, 
but were the pick of a numbel which had been expressly constructed for 
the journey, I think you will iel that this experiment conclus;vely 
demonstrated the uselessness of es:pecting to obtaill absolute determina- 
tions of altitude from any number of aneroids; and expensive as the 
expelience was I do not consider it dearly ga;ned, as it decided that 
matter, so far as I desire to pursue it, for once and all. 
The best of a11 ways to settle whether altitudes can be deduced with 
accuracy from the indications afforded by the boiling-point of water 
would of course be to conduct a series of e:xperiments on the boilirkg- 
point at positions the height of which had- been determined with 
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scrupulous accuracy trigonometrically; but the opportunities of doing 
this at great elevations are not numerous, and such experiments can be 
perforlned at heights e2zeeed;ng 16,000 feet in India alone. 
The next best way is to compare thele against the mercurial 
barometer, and as we had mercurials almost always with us, I took the 
opportunity to make experiments, with the result of finding that the 
boiling-point observations consistently yielded lower altitudes than the 
mercurial barometer, and I quote in illustration three of the highest 
stations at which water mas boiled, namely-, the summits of Cotopaxi, 
Antisana, and Cayambe. 
The eleration of Cotopasi by merc. bar. vas.. .. .. .. 19,650 
,, ,, ,, boiling water .....................  .. .. 19,090 
,, Antisalla by merc. bar. .....................   .. 19,335 
,, ,, ,, boiling water .....................  .. .. 18,714 
,, (Jaaambe by merc. bar. .....................  .. .. 19,200 
,, ,, ,, boiling water .....................  .. .. 18,600 
For the sake of these experiments it was llighly desirable that 
simultaneous observations hould be made at the level of the sea at no 
very distant point, and I was fortunate enough to obtain the necessary 
co-operation. Upon being properly introduced at the Foreign Office, 
Lord Salisbury directed Her Majestfr's oflicials in Ecuador to " aSord lue 
every aid and assistance," and these official instructions were sympa- 
thetically interpreted by AIr. Chambers, our consu} at Guayaquil, who, 
at considerable personal inconlenience, read at 11 A.M. and 6 v.M., from 
December 1879 to July 1880, a standard mercurial which I left with 
him; and, by so doing, not only rendered me a great service, but 
enabled to be placed on record the range of the barometer at Guayaquil, 
whicll was in itself a matter of interest. Having now cleared away 
tllese extraneous anatters, I next propose to indicate to you the routes 
which we traversed. 
Lea.ving England on November 3rd, 1879, I arrived at Colon just as 
transit over the Isthmus was stopped for ten days in consequence of 
>3straordinarily heavy rain. It would have done the heart of M. Lesseps 
good could he have arrived at the same time, to see that, whatever 
difficulties he might have to overcome on the Jsthmus, he would at least 
be free from the want of fresh water which was a serious consideration 
to him orhen directing the construction of the Suez Canal; but, as I had 
less interest in that matter, the detention would llave proved vfearisome 
to lue had I not had the Oreat pleasure to be in the company of one of 
the most alaiable and accomplished of your Associates, who I hope lvill 
one day plant the British flag on the North Pole, towards which he has 
had the honour of carrying it farther than any other person-I mean 
Captain Albert Ma1kham. I parted from him at Guayaquil, and then 
proceeded witll as little delay as possible along with my two Italian 
mountaineers the cousins Carrel to Guaranda, and worked ill the 
2 G 2 
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neighbourhood of Chilaborazo for four weeks. The younger of the 
Carrels being badly frost-bitten on that mountain, our operations were 
stopped in this distriet, and we went on to Maehaehi, as in that part I 
eould work with a sing;le Inan; and with him I ascended the mountain 
Corason, lying to the west of the town, and subsequently made an 
abortive attempt to aseend Illiniza fronl the south. When the younger 
man was sufficiently restoled we aseended Gotopasi, rerLlaining on the 
summit twenty-sis eonseeutiare hours, arLd before returning to Maehachi 
also aseended Sineholagua, whieh is the princil?al of the less important 
peaks of tbat district. We then transferred ourselves to Quito, and 
speedily set out for Antisana, where on our first attempt we were dis- 
comfited and had to try again. When vve had stood on that summit we 
returned to Quito, and next made a little exeursion to Piehincha and 
ascended two of its peaks. Returning again to Quito, we (after the lapse 
of a few days) set out for a journey to the nolth, and upon this explored 
the great Equatorial mountain Cayambe, the scarcely heard-of peak 
called Sara-urcll (which gave us more trouble than any other), and the 
fine moul:Ltain Cotocachi, which is the dozninating summit of zts district. 
I then proceeded still farther to the llorth, to the towns of Ibarra and 
C:arranqui, sending my two Italians back to Machachi, with strict 
injunctions not to show their faces again until they could show me the 
summit of Illiniza at the same time. Soon after I returned to Quito, 
broken-down and fit- ouly for bed they were able to present me with 
the highest rocks of Illiniza, having successfully accomplished their 
* ^ 
mlsslon. 
I remained at Quito for a lnonth, in a very feeble condition, and thell 
set out southwards; l:nade a journey from Riobamba to Altar, but was 
unable even to see its summit whilst in its neighbourhood; and then, as 
tirne began to press, we made our way to Carihuairazo, which we 
ascerlded on June 29th, and continued round the western side of Chin- 
borazo, making a second ascent of it on July 3rd, and then returned to 
Riobalnba, and subsequently to Guayaqllil through Guamote and the 
Bridge of Chimbo. 
It is impossible, in the brief space which I halTe at my disposal this 
even;ng, to give you the faintest idea of the numerous poirLts of interest 
which were presented on this journey; and I conceive that I shall lDe 
more likely to secure your attention if, instead o? attempting to hurry 
over the whole, I group together a few remawks on some of the more 
pronlinent features of the countr;y, and then, in conclusion, refer in some 
little detail to one of the journeys. 
The Republic of the Equator is a country which has seldom lJeen 
brought before this Society, and the inination that there is in existence 
about it is derived froan comparatively few authorities. It is bounded 
on the west by the Pacific, and is supposed to be lDounded on the north 
by Golombia, on the south by Pelu, and OIL the east by Brazil. 0n the 
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north ancl south they have some faint idea where the country terminates, 
but if you ask the great proprietors on the eastern side how far their 
properties extend, they will reply, " We shall be much obliged if you 
xvill tell us; " or, " As far as you ca.n go to the east; ' O1, " WVe have no 
boundaries." 
The only map of any size of Ecuador that can be procured is tnat by 
Villavicencio. It is 31ighly imaginative, and delineates rivers flowing in 
the most delit,htfully symmetrical curves, and wonderful mountain 
ranges, such as the human eye has never looked upon. It is very generally 
ridiculed in the country, and it is well known that it is scarcely more 
than a bad copy of the earlier map by Maldonado, with alterations whicll 
in many cases are not improvements. In the remarks which I shall make 
to you I shall not follow its guidance, or the guidance of any previous 
traveller, and shall speak from personal observation alone. 
From a geographical point of view, the country may be regarded as 
divided into three territories, namely, (1) all the land on the Pacific side 
of the Andes, (2) the high mountainous land of the interior, and (3) the 
less high land on the east of the second section, containing the head-waters 
of some of the tributaries of the Amazons. 
The land on the Pacific side in the neighbourhood of Guayaquil, and 
some distance north and south, is extremely flat, and is of the nature of 
a delta, with :numerous rivers and natural canals interlacing one anothel 
in such a way as to render it difficult; to follow out any one in particular. 
The land here is so little elevated that in t:he rainy season a great part of 
it is submerged, and at that time you travel by canoe as far as Savaneta, 
and indeed sonwewhat beyoncl, over what during the rest of the year is 
the road to Quito. 
WVhell you quit this flat, outlying land, you find the slopes of the 
Andes rise without intermission, very steeply; and the abrupt manner 
in which the mountains commence to ascend from the flat land of the 
vestern re;ion is not less noticeable than the extraordinary steepness 
of the slopes facing the Pacific. There is no route in the Alps which is 
legularly traversed in which you rise to so great a height in so short a 
lateral distance as you do in going fiom the village of Munapamba 
(which is 1300 feet) to the top of the pass in the outer range, which is 
10,400 feet above the sea-level. Dense and unpenetrated if not impene- 
trable vegetation covers the Pacific slopes up to the very crest of the 
Tidge; giant trees rising straight upward mast-like for hundreds of feet, 
festooned with parasitic creepers, and enveloped at the base with a mass 
of tangledaundergrowth, shut out the light, veil the path in obscurity, 
and limit the view to a few yards on either side. In the wonderful 
varieties of the objects which are noticed at every turn, the naturalist 
finds compensation for the deprivation of light and air; but the pro- 
longed limitation of the prospect, the stat,nation of the atmosphere, and 
the absence of the sun ploduce at length a craving for a less-confined 
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horizon; and I could not feel surprise at the remark of my men, when 
at last they heard the mtlsic of the mountain streams playing amongst 
the boulders, " Ah ! noza we begin to breathe ! " 
I used just now the term " outer range," and I should explain that 
before arriving at the (at this part) main range of the Andes, which culmi- 
nates in Chimborazo, you pass over another and less important range which 
forms the western boundaries of the basin of the river Chilllbo. Though 
the highest points of this ollter range attain to 1S,000 feet, and it 
estends some 40 miles from north to south, you may look for it on your 
maps in vain. Ths river Chilnbo takes its rise from the slopes of 
Carihuairazo and Chimborazo, and on the whole has a north and south 
course, until it makes a sharp bend round the southern end of the outer 
range, and then falls into the river Yat,uachi, and ultimately into the 
river Guayas. 
Still proceeding towarcls the east, you next see, on the opposite side 
of the C:himbo, the range which in this latitude is the principal range of 
the Andes. South of Chimborazo, and as far as I have seen it, it has an 
average elevation of lS,000 feet, and contains a number of small peaks, 
none much higher than the others. Passes across it are not numerous. 
The lowest of them is perhaps that by which we descended on to the point 
called the Bridge of Chimbo, on our return, and this is a little under 
12,000 feet above the sea. Next to the north, the pass which is most 
frequently used is that by which the road to Quito goes over the great 
sandy plain called the arenal grande, which is somewhat more than 
14,000 feet above the level of the sea. Then, continuing to the north, 
comes Chimborazo, the hithest of all the Andes of the Equator, sepa- 
rated o;n its northern side by a depression called Abraspungo from the 
mountain Carihuairazo-a mountain with several peaks, the highest not 
much short of 17,000 feet, resembling the Blumlis Alp in Switzerland, 
but planned on a grander scale. North of C:arihuairazo this range sinks 
abruptly towards the basin of Anlbato, which town, 8600 feet above the 
sea, enjoys a mild and agreeable clitnate. No rnountains of prominence 
are seen to the west of it, and for 30 miles to the north there is nothing 
of great importanee. You then arrive at Illiniza, rising above 17,000 feet, 
and in the nest 35 miles to the north, almost in a line with the last- 
named, eome Corazon, Ataeatzo, acnd Piehineha. These are isolated 
mountains, eonneeted, it is true, though not forming an uninterrupted 
range. The depressions between these are never so low as 10,000 feet; 
but on the north of Piehincha there is again a break in the eontinnittr of 
the range made by the river Guallabamba, which at the northernmost of 
the two bridges marked on the diagram is only about 5600 feet above 
the sea. On the other side of this river the slopes of Mojanda eommenee 
to rise, and this mountain, though not touehing the snow-line, eovers, I 
believe, more ground than any other mountain in Eeuador, its slopes 
e2ztending on its ea#tern side as far as the village of Cayambe. North of 
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PvIojancla you have the two considerable Inountains Imbabura and Coto- 
c aclli, then there is the basin of Ibarra, scarcely Inore than 7000 feet 
above the sea, and still farther to the north the elevation of the country 
appears to increase. 
Tulning now to the soutll, we have first the great lnountain 
Cayambe, covered with 5000 feet of snonv and glacier, with the Equator just touching it. To its south-east there is a large glacier-bearint, 
mountain called Sala-urcu, of which I shall speak more particularly 
presently; but then for a-lont, distance to the soutll there is nothing 
*very iluposing until you arrive at Antisana, though the general eleva- 
tion of the land is great perhaps luore than 13,000 feet. Antisana 
covers an inlluense extent of country, and has about the sanwe amount of 
,snow and glacier as Cayambe. To its south, so far as I could see, the 
luountains are small, and you have to retuln to the xYest for those of 
impoltance. 
Pasochoa and Rumiziallui are coznparatively diminutive, their apparent 
tank lzeing more due to the steepness with which they rise than to their 
absolute elevation; lDut Sincho]afflua is a fille peak of thoroughly AlpiIle 
charactel, ^rith a summit as sharp as almost any of the Chamounis 
aiguilles. Nearly due south of it is Gotopaxi, the second in height of all 
the Andes of the Equator, and then you have again a long stretch of 
country containing nothing striking lmtil you come to Tunguragua, a 
snow-clad summit over 16,000 feet, of very regular shape. South of this 
lies the basin of Riobamba, bordered on its east by Altar, aIl estinct 
volcano, whose crater round three-fourths of a circle presents someof the 
grandest pinnacles that can be seen in the world, the highest of the 
whole being not unlike the appearance which vrould be presented if the 
famous Aiguille de Dru were perched on the top of the Eigher. Still 
farther to the south the country is again of lnoderate elevation, and the 
only great peak visible the active volcano Sangai, which is not lnuch 
inferior in height to Altar lies away to the south-east. 
This brings me to the end of this tedious enumeration-an enumera- 
tiOll which would not have been made had there not been an object 
in view. It is taught at school, and it is set forth in rnaps, that the 
Andes in these latitudes are divided into two chains parallel to each 
other, and running approsimately north and south which are termeR 
the AVestern and the Eastern Cordillera. The French Academicians who 
worked in this region towards the beginning of the last century aro 
responsible for this statement, but its popular acceptance is perhaps more 
clue to Alexander von Humboldt than to them. Before venturing to call 
in question a statement which has taken a deep hold on the public mind, 
and may almost be termed an alticle of the geographical creed, I have 
thought it prudent and advisable to present my facts; and the conclusion 
which is to be drawn from these facts will be apparent if you cast your 
eyes upon the route diagram given in illustration of this paper. You 
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will see in a mol:nent hat there is not, and can:not be, such a thing; 
as two lines of Cordilleras running parallel to each other. In the 
west, it is true, there are, as I haare already pointed out the four 
mountains Illiniza, (:orason, Atacatzo and Pichincha, in a tolerably 
regular line. These must constitute part of the Western Cordillera. 
If you proceed north, you find yourself at once placed in the dificulty of 
not knowing whether to embrace Cotocachi, Imbabura, and Mojanda, or 
any one of then:l. Whether you do or do not embrace them, you will 
find it equally diffioult to construct your second, or eastern Cordillera. 
If you begin by placing Pasochoa and Ruminahui in it, which two 
mountains are approximately parallel to the four on the other side, 
what will you do with the more important peais of SincholagTla and 
Cotopasi, and the still more imE>ortant Antisana and Cayambe? To 
have extexlded the diagram farther southward would have made an 
-illustratioll of inconarenie:rlt and unnecessary size. We had to draw the 
line somewhere, and we have drawn it at 1? S. latitude. lIad the plan 
been e2rte:nded farther to the south, the sarne thing would have been 
evident. I state unequivocally that there is no part of the whole conotry 
inwhich you will find two lines of C7ordilleras even approsimately 
parallel to each other, and possessing the importance which has, during 
this century, been attributed to them. I do not feel it incumbent on 
me to atteanpt o explain how this myth arose. The readiness with 
which it has been adopted by European geographers has no doubt been 
due to the absence of any map in which the positions of the great peaks 
have been correctly set down. 
Passing now to the third territorial division-the country to the 
east of the Great Andes wwe find there is still more to be learned. 
There is a route a little to the nolth of Antisana, through the village 
of Papalla?ta, not unfrequently traversed, which has been known for 
more than three centuries, and which, if not the e2zact route taken by 
the first discoverer of the Amazons, is something very like it; and there 
are one or two other routes more to the south, for which Riobamba or 
iBanos are convenient starting-points, which have been less frequelltly 
followed; but the country between them is completely unknown to 
geographers, and it affords a nice field for young men of enterprise. ]: 
had some hopes that from the summits of the most eastern of the Great 
Andes we should have been able to gain some illformation about it. 
qNhese hopes were not realised. On Altar, as you have heard, we could 
not even see the suanmit, and we aseendad no higher than 14,000 feet. 
On Cotopaxi, during our prolonged stay, we sawt nothing whatever 
towards the east on the summit of Antisana we were completely 
enveloped in doud; and on Casrambe, though we raced as hard as. 
possible to endeavour to beat the clouds, and got on the top soon after 
1O A.M., we were just too late, and againK satv nothing whatever. The 
only point at which we learned anything was at our camp on Sara-urcu, 
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+hele we stopped several days and frozn it we saw ranges to our soutl 
and S.S.E. running out towards the east, er;:ceeding 14,000 feet in height, 
which must have been situated to tlle north of the river Napo. We got 
here into gneiss arld mica-slate, alld this W8 the only place at which we 
found such rocks. 
I return noxv to the Great Andes of the interior. The whole of the 
mountains that we visited are or have been volcanoes. They ale mourl- 
tains which have been ?orrned upon snountains cones which have burst 
through and been piled up, on a basis of sandstone. In the neighbour- 
hood of Chimborazo; and again in thc ravine or quebrada of Guallabamba 
sections of sandstone several thousand feet in thickness can be seen, 
sometimes fine and sometimes coarse, and always very loose and crumbling. 
Some of these old volcanoes, judging by the iminense accuroulations of 
glacier which now cover them, must have been extinct for centuries at 
least, and their rocks bear a close family resemblance to each other. 
There are now only two volcanoes in Ecuador possessirtg sucll a 
degree of life as entitles them to be considered active ones, though there 
are two others, namely Tunguragua and Pichincha, which are frequently 
classed as such, and are arlyhow not entirely extinct. I saw the summit 
of Tunguragua quite clear of cloud several times sThilst in the nei^,h- 
bourhood of Al:ubato, and upon no occasion perceived either smoke or 
steam issuing from it, and the case was the same with Pichincha. But 
Sangai arld Cotopasi are both fully entitled to be considered active 
volcanoes, and are seldom at rest. Sangai has been seen by few persons, 
either European or iEcuadorian, and I only saw it when we were 
encamped tIpon Chimborazo at a height of 17,300 feet, and then only in 
the early lnorning. Bte h6eard it frequently before this, first of all when 
we were established at Guaranda, not less than 40 miles aNay, and it 
detonations were remarleably sharp and distinot, and wsre sometime 
sufficiently loud to make us start. We scarcely ever heard them except 
in the anorning, but I do not think it should be inferred that they 
occurred ouly at that part of the day, and that tlle travelling of the 
sound was impecled by the clouds which were invariably formed ove 
the whole intervening country as the day advanced. 
Seen from Ghimborazo, Sangai presents the appearance of a regulal 
cone, and it is a very fine tnountain, though less stately and symmetrical 
than Cotopaxi. It has large snow-beds on the upper part of the peak, 
wllich die out before its apex is reached, and that is black, and is doubtless 
formed of slopes of fine volcanic ash. AVe saw scarcely any smoke isslle 
-from it, but at intervals of twenty to thirty minutes there were outrushes 
of steam, which shot up jet-like with immense rapidity to a heigllt of 
4000 or 5000 feet above the edge of the crater, and then spread out into 
a mushtoom-like head, which was gradually drifted away by the wind. 
It is curious to state that, although there were no mountains intervening 
between us and Sangai, we scarcely ever heard any detonations from it 
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whilst we were upon Chirnborazo, though at Guarandav, as I have alleady 
saidl, nearly 9000 feet loxvern they were sometirnes loud enough to staltle 
lIS. As we were obligcd to leave Ecuador at a fised date xve found our- 
selves unable to maLe a jouLney to Sangai, to exalaine it rrlore closely. 
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SANGAI, AS SEEN FRsOM AN ELeVATION OF 17,400 FEET ON CHIZIBORAZO. 
WVe were a long time in the neighbourhood of Cotopasi, and fre- 
(uently saw it both close at hand and at considerable clistances. More or 
less smoke mint,led with steam was always issuing fronl its cr3ter, and 
this rolled out in a leisurely way, unlike the violence of the eruptions 
which proceeded from Sangai; in fact, it was diffieult to believe that it 
could be a very dant,erous volcano. Yet, as I have related in another 
place, we ourselves once witnessed at a distance of 65 lailes an eruption 
of ash, which was projected 20,000 feet in the air, a:nd poured out in 
such volulne that at the distance of 65 zmiles it produced the efEect of 
trilight soon after midday. But C:otopa:xi has done far worse than that, 
antl what seems most feared are the floods which generally roll aray 
frorn it during its greatest eruptions. Ecuadorians, and perhaps others, 
think that the water proceeds from the intelior of the laountain, in short 
is erupted. I believe nothing of the kind, and that these floods are the 
result of the cone becornint, unusually hot and liquefyint, the glaciers 
which repose on it. ClSor there are glaciers, and considerable ones, upon 
it; though they are, from being blackened and obscured by ash, quite 
imperceptible at a distance. 
All the lavas orl the northern and western sides of Cotopasi that we 
saw were evidently of considorable age, from the amount of mosses and 
lichens which were growint, upon them. WYe found amongst them, 
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oreover, at great altitudes, a variety of beetles, which is another indi- 
cation that they are not very recent. Lower down, on the plain on the 
north-west of Cotopaxi, we found a beetle $ which, it may be from the 
dearth of amusements in this neighbourhood, h&s the habit of standing 
upon its head. I found numbers occupied in this interesting pursuit; 
llumbers zmore fallen over on their backs, kicking about, unable to 
regain theiz feet; and many lying dead upon their baoks 
The xnention of ,laciers upon Cotopa:x:i naturally leads lrLe to speak 
of the glaciers of Ecuador in beneral. As travellers of eminence have 
visited and published works upon this region, it is surprising to find 
tilat complete ignorance e:x:ists respecting its glaGiers; yet that there is 
complete ignorance is evident from the staternent anade in the recently 
published articls on Ecuador in the ' Erlcyclopsedia Britarlnica,' in which 
it says that " the clater of Altar, surrounded by a steep and jagged wall 
of rocks, is rernarkable as the bed of the on]y real glacier known to 
exist in the Ecuadorian Andes." I follud, on Altar, larger glaciers 
omtside the crater than that which was inside it; and I found others 
of large size upon Carihuairazo, Illiniza, Cotocachi, Sincholagua, 
Quilindaia, Cotopaxi, Cayambe, Sara-urcu, Antisana, and Chimborazo. 
The largest were upon the last-named four mountains; and I am able 
to offer a convincing proof of their existence by means of a photograph, 
an enlargcz:nent from a 1legative that I took at the height of 18,400 feet 
Oll Chimborazo, in which not only is a portion seen of the glacier 
which crowns that noble mountain, but it is possible to determine 
its thickness a thing xvhich it is seldom practicable with glaciers 
anywhere. 
The ma:aner in which I harre to hurry forward entirely precludes 
ane from entering into details respecting the glaciers, beyond say-ing; 
that in general featur&s they present no poi:nts of startlirlg difference 
from the glaciers of Europe. Although on several of the mountains 
vhich have been named the glacier-covered area is comparable to the 
amount on Mont Blanc, the Equatorial glaciers never descend to so lonv 
an elevatio:n as one would expect froin glaciers flowing out of sllch 
estensive resarsoirs. I know no instance of an Ecuadorian glacier 
descending so low as 12,000 feet, and they generally terminate between 
14,000 and 1S,000 feet. Moraines are scarce upon them, for the reason 
that few rocks rise above them, and the evidences which moraines 
frequently aSord of forlner great estensions of glaciers is consequently 
wanting. Roches moutonnees are rare, more perhaps on accou:nt of the 
ease with which most of the rocks disintegrate than from any other 
cause. On the south side of Chimborazo, in a valley in which there is 
now no glacier at a11, was the only place in which I mras certain of roches 
moutontlees, but this single instance proved that glaciers on that mountain 
have formerlf estended lower down than they do now. 
* A species of Plabcalia belong,ing to the same tribe as our cockehafer. 
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It may be stated, as a general rule, that crevasses in the lower parts 
of the glaciers of the Eclladorian Andes are both smaller and les 
numerous than in corresponding situations in the Alps, and this I take 
to be an indication that in the inferior parts of these glaciers the rate 
of motion is less rapid than in the Alps. But in the higher regions 
they are fiequently of enormous ize, and we never anywhere had seen 
greater-if indeed so large crevasses as we encountered on the tlpper 
part of Antisana, where some were at least 4 to - mile lont,, 300 feet 
deep, and a0 to 60 feet across. 
Upon the whole, I think that the glaciers are least extensive on the 
westerz sides of the mountains nthich have been enumerated, but I speak 
on this point with some hesitation, as I have not in several cases seen 
completely round them. It is only what might be expected in a country 
where vapour-laden easterly wind so largely preponderates. Trde east 
wind is, however, rare in compalison with nortl-east and south-east, 
which outweigh all the rest. Charged with vapour from the Amazonian 
catlldron, these winds are almost ceaselessly blowino against the opposing 
sides of the Great Andes, and depositing their moisture in the form of 
fine snow or hail. In the frequency with which it will be remarked that 
our ascents were made from the west, there is an illustration of our 
frequent inability to see anything through the clouds whicll enveloped 
the other sides. In force the winds were not remarkable. There were. 
Only two occasions namely, on the summit of Cotopaxi, when the tent 
Tvas occupying a very e2cposed position, and once at the second camp on 
Chimborazo (16,500 feet) on which we were in danger from wind, and 
on these two occasions it blew in squalls with great ferocity, and we 
were afraid to venture outside the tent lest tlle wind should get inside 
axld blow our habitation to tatters. It seems that we must regard as a 
fiction the celebrated wind whicll, "veering for a nloment, gives the 
traveller a side blow and unhorses hinl," for on the whole we did not 
find wind in the Andes stronger than it is in Great Britain. 
Though there seems to have been much exaggeration in respect to 
the force of the wind, t3:ere does not appear to have been any touching 
thunderstorms, and it is almost impossible to speak in too extravagant 
terms of the highly electrical condition of the Equatorial Andes. On no 
single occasion when we were at considerable levations were we free 
from storms of greater or less severity. The whole air seesned saturated 
with electricity, and discharges migllt be determined at any moment. 
I think that the stray, occasional flashes which sometimes glared out 
between us and an intervening ridge, followed by a solitary roll, set us 
thinking more than the grarxd displays when the whole sky was filled 
with fiery darts, and crash after crash pealed out without intermission; 
though I never shall forget the occasion when cn the top of Sincholagua, 
and close to the summit, OI1 a narrow ridge of icy snow in which we 
were cutting footsteps, a ridge so steep and narrow that the merest 
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touch lnight have tuabled us oarer on one or the other side, we were 
surprised by a storsn, which commenced without premonition, and in a 
few seconds raged above, below, and around us, with a fury which made 
us quiver, and maintained a ceaseless roll, as :llash after flash darted 
across our ridge, and others struck, or appeared to strike, the rock 
pinnacles beneath us. With our ase-heads hissing, and not knowing 
whether it was more dangerous to go down or up, we at length went 
forward, snatched a few rocks from the ilnmediate top, and then fled, 
scarcely daring to look behind, and escaped in safety thou^,h astonished 
to find ourselves alive. 
There is in consequence a blank in my column of heig;hts in the 
accompanying table.* This sets forth the natnes of the mountains we 
ascended, the telYlperatures we enjoyed on their - summits, and the 
elevations which are assigned to them in one column by myself 
and in the next by the Doctors Reiss and Stubel. Now, first as 
to temperature. It is well known that in the towns in the interior 
of Ecuador there is a very small thermometric range, and this fact 
is often held up for admiration in geographical works. I do not 
myself profess entire adlniration for it, for the incomparable some 
?ersons say, the abominable laziness of the Ecuadorians has an intimate 
connection with the much-admired equality of climate, which renders it 
almost certain that to-morrow will be like to-day. They therefore put 
ofE doint, everything until to-norrow, and when to-m?rrow arrives, until 
the next day, and so on. I think, however, that the thermometric 
range is larger than is generally stated. In a coznmunication from 
Dr. Jameson, published just twenty years ago by this Society, it was 
stated that at Quito the thermometer never rises above 64? or sinks 
below 46?. He evidently refers to the Fahrenheit scale. In the 
bulletin which professes to be issued from the Observatory at Quito, I 
see it is stated that in the twelve months between December 1879 and 
Novelaber 1880, the lowest minimum was 3? o Cent., and the highest 
* TE}IPERATURES alld EErGeTs of MOIJXTAIN SUMMITS ill ECIJ AI)OR, 
Tenlperature Pleight in Feet. 
Ascent. Name of Mountain. sn Summit. 
Whymper. Reiss and Stubel. 
i 15 ahr. 
Jan. 4, 1880 ChimbOraZO .. .. .. I 21? 20,517 20,703 
Feb. 2, ,, COraZOn .. ........ .. .. 37?-43? 15,871 15,801 
, 1S, ,, COtOPaXi .. ........ .. .. 13?-21? 19, 550 19, 498 
,, 23, ,, SinChO1a?Ua .. .. .. I .. .. 16,365 
Mar. 10, ,, ANtiSana .. .. .. .. I 44?-60? 19,260 18,885 
,, 2O, ,, PiChinCha .. .. .. .. I 46? 15-,918 15,706 
APr. 4, ,, C:ayambe .. *- *- *- I 32?-41? 19,200 19a161 
., 17, ,, SAra UrCU .. .. .. .. 43?-55? 15,500 .. 
;, 24, ,, COtOCaChi .. .. .. .. I 36? 16,289 16,293 
JUne 29, ,, CarIhUairaZO .. .. .. 38?-42? 16,480 16,752 
JU1Y 3, ,, ChimbOrAZO .. .. .. I 15?-20? .. 
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rnaximunz 24;? Cent. This would make the annual range es:ceed 20? 
Cent., which is a much larger amount than that stated by Dr. Jameson. 
These temperatures only refer to the city of Quito (9350 feet above sea- 
level), and what I desire to draw your attention to are the tempelaturas 
which wsre observed at much greater heights. 
The lowest minimum observed during the whole of our journey was 
19? Fahr. below freezing-point. This was the minirnum of the night of 
February 18-19th, which vwas passed on the summit of Cotopasi. The 
highest luasimum observed during the whole journey was 75? 5 Fahr., 
at the bottom of great Guallabamba ravineJ at 2.30 P.M. on March 27th. 
There was therefore only a difference of 62? 5 Fallr. between the 
greatest heat and the greatest cold experienced whilst we were in 
the interior. This is ouly about the range of the thermonzeter at 
London. But there were occasions on which considerable differences 
occurred in short periods. On one occasion on Chimborazo there was a 
range of 50? in three hours; and the laOSt remarkable ntry that I have ill 
my journals in respect to temperature relates to AntisanaX on the summit 
of which mountain we remained nearly two hours, in the shade and 
with a perfectly calm atmosphere the whole time, and yet the thermo- 
meter ranged from 44? to 60?, or eleven degrees lligher than the greatest 
temperature that we e:x:perienced during three days at the hacienda of 
Antisana, which was 6000 feet lower down. 
These extraordinary teleperatures (which are quite improper, and 
contrary to our preconceived notions as to what ought to occur on the 
top of a snonrtnountain 19,000feet high) interpose a diflicultyin the 
calculation of the barometric observations, which has been felt by 
Mr. Ellis, of Greenwich Observatory, who has favoured me by entirely 
re-computing them; yet the results obtained by him and entered under 
my name in one column are perhaps more closely in accordance than 
might be expected with the results of EELeiss and Stubel, which were 
obtained by an entirely different method. Our balometric determina- 
tions of the height of the towns in the interior closely a ,ree, and for the 
height of Quito, at which place both of us amassed observations, mre 
differ ouly to the extent of three feet, their results being 9350 and 
Mr. Ellis's 9853 feet. 
The altitude in which you will talce perhaps the greatest interest is 
that of Chiinborazo, and in respect to that troll see we differ to the e2ctent 
of 186 feet. TillaYicencio, twenty years earlier than Reiss and Stubel, 
stated the height to be 21,067 feet; Humboldt, forty years still earlier, 
made the height 21?424 feet; and the Spaniards associated with the 
French Academicians, in their book published at Iadrid in 1748, made 
the height 21,611. Now it would seem fronl this that there is distinot 
evidence Chimborazo is sinking, for the farther we go back the loftier 
has, it beell. 
There are, however, other persons who have measured the nlountain, 
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namely the French Academicians who wtere associated with the Spaniards, 
and on turning to their determination it is curious and interesting 
to find that it +^ras 20,581 feet, or only 64 feet different from my own. It 
is perhaps rather cruel to inquire what value ne are to attach to 
the results of observers who differed amongst each other more thart 
1000 feet over the height of a single luountain, the French rrlaking it 
1030 feet less than the Spaniards, but it is pretty obvious that both 
cannot have been right; and as I find that the determinations of the 
French Academicians aecord with Mr. Ellis's more closely than any other, 
I pin any faith to them. 
This leads me to say a few mrords respectint, the work of the French 
Academicians in the neighbourhood of Quito, which I arenttlre to hope 
will be interesting to you. Most of you are a+^rare that, in consequence 
of discussions which had arisen as to the figure of the earth, the French 
Acaderny of Sciences, at the beginning of the last century, determined 
to send out two es:peditions to measure arcs at a great distance apart. 
One expedition went to the Gulf of Bothnia, and the other, composed 
of MM. Godin, Bouguer, and La Condamine, to the Equator. They 
commenced their work on a plain to the north-east of Quito, measured 
there a base line about 40,000 feet long, and from the two ends of the 
base took antles to various stations, and ultimately earried a chain of 
triangles to the north beyond Ibarra, and to the south to Cuenea, extend- 
ing over more than three degrees of latitucle. Towards the end of their 
work they measured a base of rerification near Cuenea, also about 
40,000 feet long, and found its length by direct measurement differed 
from the calculated length less than two feet. 
The toise that the French Academicians took out as a unit of 
measure was a bar of iron, and it has ever sinee been known as " the 
toise of Pertl." Guyot, in his standard work,; Tables hIeteorologieal 
and Physieal,' in a diseussion of the various measures of length most 
generally used, says that '; it may almost be called the only common 
standard, to which all the others are referred for comparison"; "the 
legal lnetre is a legalised part of the toise of Peru, and this last remains 
the primitive standard." 
As the measurement of the first base line (on which all the rest of the 
work depended) was intended to be, and apparently was, eondueted witll 
the g;reatest possible eare, it was nattlral that the Academieians desired 
that it should be preserved, and that the two ends should be marked by 
monuments of a permanent nature. This lnatter had, in fact, been dis- 
cussed and settled before the observers left Paris, and on the spot 
IJa Condamine specially charged himself nzith directing the erection of 
two pyramids, one at each end of the base. 
In a scarce pamphlet, evidently written thollgh not signed by 
him, he recounts the difficulties that he experienced in this matter, 
how he fi xed the centres of the pyramids most accurately over 
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the two ends of the measurement; how he had to make his owrL 
brieks) whieh he took eare should be of a different size from those 
usually used, so that there :night be no temptation to pull the mollu- 
ments to pieees for the sake of their materials; honv he had to eollstruet 
a eanal two leagues long to bring water for making mortar; ana how 
stones had to be sought for and transported long clistanees on mule-baek 
this part of the business alone, he says, oeeupying several morlths, as 
a single stone often made a load. Then, in the ease of the pyralnid at 
the northern end, he found there was no solid foundation, a:lld he had to 
create one by pile-driving, to seareh for wood fit for the piles, to bring 
workmen from Quito to ?ashion them, and to get them driven, and 
how the workmen ran away before the work was dorte. But t71e thing 
above all others whieh gave him most trouble was finding, dressing, and 
transporting suitable stones for the irlseriptions. These stones were 
quarlied in a ravine sozne handreds of feet deep, and had to be hauled 
out by ropes, whieh had to be spee;ally made, and then at the last 
moment he ropes broke, one of the stones was dashed to pieees, and they 
llad to begin over again. 
NVhen at last all was eolaplete, then there was infinite worry over the 
inscriptions, for the :French Aeademieians had assoeiated with thela two 
Spanish naval gentlemen, who took exeeption to the phraseology, for tlle 
sake of their royal master, and for themselves, &;e. &e. At last all was 
settled and finished, and La CorLdamine r turned to Paris, arriving in 
174S, after an absence of ten years, no doubt findin^, consolation in the 
thout,ht that he had done a splendid piece of work, which could be 
referred to by genetations to come by means of these monuments. 
But towards the end of 1747, he heard casually that orders had been 
,iven by the Court of Spa;n to erase these pyramids, and this order 
was actually carried out before he had tima to interpose. In the pamphlet 
to which I have referred he bemoans their fate, and lecapitulates the 
details of their construction in a way whiell will almost raise a smile with 
those who do not know the country; but so little is this Gountry Ghanged? 
that the account reads like a narration of operations which have just 
been conducted, rather thall a relation of things which happened a cen- 
tury and a half ago. He especially laments tha supposed dest;ruction of 
his two great stones for the inscriptions, but concludes in the spirit of a 
true lean by declaring that all these things are of no importance in com- 
parison with the loss of the measure of the base: " that length) which I 
had taken so much trouble to preserve, is now lost for ever." 
La Condaanine heard that orders were subsequently given for the re- 
instaternent of these pyramids, though he probably never knew whether 
they were actually re-erected. When I Bras in Qnito I felt a stront, 
desire to learn what was their preserlt state a:nd to find out if possible 
whethar they ocoupied the salne positions as before. iFor some tinle 
inquiries xvere fruitless, but at length Seior Pcebolledo, the proprietor of 
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the mountain Antisana, and one of the greatest landonvners in the 
cotmtr;y, heard of them, and told me that there was in a farm at no great 
distance from orle of his properties to the north-east of Quito, a stone 
xvhich he believed was part of the original pyramid of Oyambourou, and 
invited me to go over to examine it. Orl the lSth of May last year, 
we rode over to his farm of Olalla, close to the town of Pifo, and on the 
next day went to inspect the stone. It was about four feet lorlg and si2:: 
inches thick, placed in the middle of one side of the courtyard, and was 
used as a mounting-block. There had been an inscription upon it, but 
it was completely worn out in the centre through the use to which it 
had been put. At its two ends some letters could still be made out, and 
going down on hands and knees to compare them with the description, 
which gives the original inscription line for line, I found that it was the 
very great stone w:hich La Condamine had taken so much trouble to 
procure, and whose loss he had so pathetically lamented. 
The pyramid which now approximately marks the southern end of 
the base is about 1000 feet distant from this farm, situated irl a field of 
luaize; and is neither the ori;inal pyramid nor the one which was 
erected subsequently, but is stated to have been put vlp some thirty 
years ago by a President of Ecuador, who so well understood the parpose 
for which it was originally designed that he moved it some hundreds of 
feet on one side, in order, he said, that tt might be better seen. The tra- 
ditional site of the earlier pyramids was pointed out to me, but I found 
no trace of them. 
The pyramid at the northern end of the base was just visible as a 
speck of light, and we rode towards it, stopping, however, at a farm 
about half-way, where a iErench gentleman, Baron Gunzburg, had col- 
lected a party of friends. On the next da- we all rode over to the 
northern end of the base, and found the pyramid which now stands there 
occupying just such a position as the original one is said to have done, 
at the very ed,,e of the great ravine of Guallabamba, thout,h whether 
it is anywhere near the original spot I am quite unable to say. 
I have several times referred to the ravine, or quebrada, of Gualla- 
bamba, and it is one of the subjects upon which, in conjunction with the 
earthquake Sects in general which are seen in Ecuador, I had intended 
to have spoken, and am obliged to omit in conseqtlence of want of time. 
In Ecuador the term quebrada is employed for almost everything, from a 
ditch by the side of a road up to a valley of considerable size. In many 
countries the quebrada of Guallabamba would be reckoned a large 
valley, for it is, in round numbers, 3000 feet deep, and reany miles long. 
In crossing it on DIarch 27th, on our way to the north, we found 
that at the point where the deseent commences it was 9306 and at 
the bottom 6470 feet above the sea- The sllrface of the country here- 
abouts is remarleably flat, and it was this which tempted the Academicians. 
In the centre of this plain you come to the quelarada, which is totallv 
NO TIII.-AUGUST, 1881.] 2 H 
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unsuspected until fou arrive at its very edge, and then you find the 
surface parted, much as it might be if you could take up the crust of the 
earth in your hand and break it like a biscllit. The country to the north 
for a long distance is seamed and fissured in all directions by these 
earthquake ravines, and we traversed them on our way to Sara-urcu, 
the mountain about which I am about to speak. 
This mountain, which has scarcely been heard of in England, was 
referred to by Villavicencio in his book as 17,400 feet high, though 
whether he had any foundation for that statement I have not been able to 
learn. Neither at Quito or elsewhere was I able to procure any informa- 
tion as to its whereabouts, beyond that it was situated somewhere about 
the Equator, and I started for it with no further information, though in 
possession of letters of introduction to Senor Espinosa, the proprietor of 
Cayambe, who, when he heard me mention the name, declared that the 
mountain (and all the country to the east) belonged to him, and that he 
would point out its direction. 
When we started for the ascent of Cayambe, Senor Espinosa accord- 
ingly accompanied us to a height of about 14,000 feet, and pointed out a 
vague something in the clouds, which he said was Sara-urcu; but we 
did not see it until several days afterwards, and then it appeared only 
for a few seconds, just long enough for me to get an idea of its general 
direction. In those few seconds we saw, however, that we should in all 
probability be able to get up it, if we could arrive at its base. 
This was the first thing to do, and before breaking-up camp on 
Ca-ambe, I sent two of any people in advance to prospect, to see if they 
could find another camping-place farther on. They reported that they 
had found a regular palace, planfed all round with shrtxbs, and we accord- 
ingly transferred ourselves and all our animals to it on April 6th, finding 
on arrival that it was a solitary and deserted Indian hut in the midst of 
a primeval forest. 
At this time I was ill with fever and other ailments, and went to 
bed in the hut during the 7th, 8th, and 9th, sending out on each day 
6uccessive parties in search of a waye They all came back with most 
dismal reports. The animals, they said, could go no farther; there was 
an end to all paths or tracks, except occasional wild-beast tracks; there 
was nothing whatever to eat, and everything must be carried; there vas 
no place to camp, the whole country was a dismal swamp; and everlast- 
ing rain was falling, so that although they supposed that they h&d beerl 
somewhere near Sara-urcu, they were quite unable to be sure. On dis- 
cussion, we came to the conclusion that we must leave our tents behind, 
as we were not strong enough to carry botll them, the wraps, and the 
food. Eence it was indispensable to find a place which would afford 
60me little protection against weather and wild beasts, and on the third 
day they reported having found an overhanging rock which would 
answer sufficiently well. 
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On the fourth day that is to say, the 10th of April we made a 
forward move, leaving two men at the hut to tend our beasts, and keep 
up communications, half of our party going in advance, and the rest, 
including myself, waiting for the arrival of additional provisions from 
Cayambe village. These arrived late, and delayed us so much that we 
could not reach the nest camping-place by nightfall, and had to camp 
in a swamp, on a spot where, if you stood still, you sunk up to your 
knees in slimy slush. This position was 13T000 feet above the sea, and 
during; the greater part of the eleven hours' night sleet or rain was 
falling, rendering it well-nigh impossible to keep up a fire out of the 
sodden materials. For me, the men constructed a sort of floating bed, 
cutting down the reeds, and crossing and recrossillg them, piling them 
up until they no longer sunk into the foul slime. For themselves they 
constructed smaller platforons of a sirnilar description, and sat on their 
heels on them during the whole night, trying to keep up the fire. 
On the fifth day we advanced and rejoined the others, having to 
pass through a country more difficult than anything we had hitherto 
encountered. The land was entirely marshy, even where the slopes were 
considerable; and upon it there was growing a species of reed or cane in 
such dense masses as to be well-nigh impervious. It mras impossible to 
leake any use of our machetas. for it would have talSen seareral weeks' 
labour of our whole party to have cleared a track over a single mile. 
The only way of getting through it was by continually parting it with 
the hands, and as it ^ras exceedingly stiS, and taller than the tallest 
man, it sprung back directly we let go, and shut us out from each 
other's sight. The edges of the leaves were very sharp and cut like 
razors, so that in a short time our hands were streaming with blood, 
for we were compelled earery now and then to grasp them to save 
ourselves from sinking in the boggy soil. On this day we crossed the 
ridge dividing the eastern from the western rivers, and the streams we 
now met with flowed towards the Atlantic. 
We joined the others in due course under an overhanging rock of 
mica-slate, which we afterwards found was known by the name of 
" Gorredor Machai," or tlle hunter's refuge. It was almost the only spot 
in the whole district where it was possible to camp, and afforded good 
protection on one side, of which we were glad, as there were numerous 
tracks of bears, pumas, and other wild beasts round about. 
At midday I sent a^ray two men to aclvance provisions in the 
direction in which I supposed our mountain was situated, and they 
returned with a human skull whicll they had picked up not far away. 
" I know that skull," said one of the Indians who were with us, 'it 
belonged to a man who went out llere searchillg for quinine bark, there 
were twenty of them altogether, and four czme back. This one laid 
down to sleep, and did not wake again." I sent back also solue other 
of our men to bring up more provisions from the last camp. 
2 H 2 
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On the si:xth day I advanced with the Carrels and two natives to the 
spot where the food was placed the previous day and left the rest at 
Corredor hlachai to keep up commanications with the former camp. On 
this day we had to descend to the bottom of a valley and remount on the 
other side, arLd whilst so engaged we saw a large black bear crossing our 
track, and going through the reedy ground right ahead as if it interposed 
no obstacle. We shouted to it, but it searcely deigned to notice us, and 
only just turned its head aside for a motnent and went straight on and 
sanished in a thicket of scrub. Traoks of wild animals were anore 
numerous than ever here, and afforded llS some assistance, as they had 
often trodden down the canes. We seldom on this day saw more than 
200 yards in any direction, rain falling in a steady mizzle; and we 
encamped ;n the afternoon against a rock at the height of 13,700 feet, 
not knowing where we were, though believing that we were close upon 
Sara-urcu. 
On the seventh day we remained at the same spot, making small 
e:scursions in various directions to try and filld out w 31ere we were, dis- 
covering nothing, however, beyond a large glacier on our north, which 
we rightly judged proceeded on our mountain. The elder Carrel 
returned to camp in the course of the afternoon, saying, " Monsieurf jvtst 
now I was over there, look;ng down at the glacier to try to find a way,. 
when I heard a noise behind, and looking round saw two big bulls a fes 
yards off, adsanc;ng with their heads down ready to pitch me over the- 
precipicce. I ran away up a rock, and they came after me, and one stood 
on one side and the other on the other, and when I tried to escape on 
one side they both came there, and when I tried the other side they both 
Tvent there, but at last I escaped, and here I am, quite out of breath.' 
" Monsieur," he said, " on my word of honour, they were as fat as butter, 
and skipped about like chamois l " 
On the eighth day, as rain continued to fall without intermissiont 
and we were sodden, without having the means of drying ourselves, we 
descended to Corredor BIachai, leaving such things behind as we could 
venture to leave at the higher station. 
Rain continued the whole day in a dtizzle, which prevented us seeing 
any distance. The wind blew steadily from the east, though occasionally 
shifting to the north or south. We were evidently placed just at the 
meeting place of the winds blowing from the two sides, for i:a occasional 
openings which occurred towards Cayambe mountain we not unfre- 
quently saw that that mountain was clear, through north-vest wind 
blowing upon it, and keeping back the easterly drizzle in which we were 
enveloped. It was hawd to keep up the spirits of my people. They all 
wished to return. 
On the ninth day I rema;ned at CotTador Machai all day, sending 1n0St 
of the people down to bring up food. It rained nearly all this day, and 
the next also until 5 P.M., when it cleared up a little, and showed us the 
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position of Sara-urcu. I at once secured its direction precisely by theoX 
dolite, and made a sketch. This was the only occasion on which we 
had seen the mountain so far, and we did not see it again until the day 
wve were quitting the district. 
CEIaving now got the bearing of the mountain exactly, its doom was 
sealed, and 5.30 A.M. (daybreak) on the eleventh day the Carrels with 
myself and two Indians started, and by a forced march reached the 
summit of Sara-urcu by half-past 1 in the afternoon, never seeing the 
top until we got on it, trusting to the guidance of the compass alone 
during the ascent. But we did not trust to it alone for the descent, and 
in order that we laight return the exact way that we came, we cut a 
bundle of tops from the reeds, and planted them one by one in the 
snow on the glacier, so that let the hail fall, or let the wind destroy our 
track, we had the means of luaking a quick return; and it was exceed- 
ingly pretty when cozning down to see the manner, as sailors would say, 
in which we picked these up. One had not died out of sight before 
another began to loom into view, and we canle down without the least 
stoppage of any sort whatever; though, being surprised by darkness 
before we collld arrive at Corredor Machai, we had to pass another 
wretched night at the higher station. 
On this ascent we found that Sara-urcu was not, as it had been 
reputed to be, a volcano. Its highest rocks were gneiss, and we had 
evidently got beyond the strictly volcanic region. We found its height 
to be 1S,500 fe0t, or 1900 feet lower than is stated by Villavicencio; but 
though the least elevated of the mountains we ascended, we found it 
bearing some of the greatest glaciers, which I believe, although situated 
esactly upon the equator, descend to a lower level than any in Eeuador. 
Our wolk accomplished, we left Gorredor Machai on the twelfth day, 
stopped for a day of rest at the hut, and on the fourteentll day that this 
little journey occupied arrived again at Cayambe village, heartily 
welcolned by the inhabitants, who did not expect to see us return from 
-that dismal country. 
Previous to the reading of the above, 
The PRESIDENT said that Mr. Whymper needed no introduction to the Meeting, 
his name being well known to this Society as that of one of whom Englishmen were 
proud. Long before he went to South America he had distinguished himself for his 
enterprise and perseverance in climbing many hitherto untrodden peaks, and he had 
shown the breatest slzill and couraae in the midst of dant,ers, besides proving himself 
an accurate observer and careful investigator of nature in her various aspects. All 
these qualities he had manifested in a still higher degree during his adrentures 
amon the giant Andes. 
After the paper, 
General Sir H. L. THIJILLIER said, though he had never been at greater altitudes 
himself than 10,000 feet, he had been connected with those who had trodden the 
icy glaciers of the Himalayas at even greater heights than Mr. Whymper had 
reached in South America. He understood that that gentleman had ascended to 
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20,517 feet. No doubt hat was an extraordinary feat, because the effec$s produced 
cn the physical frame by such high altitudes were well known, such as bleeding from 
the ears and nose; but some of those whose duty it was to perambulate the Himalayas 
had planted the theodolite at a height of 21,575 feet, vllile a considerable number 
had stood upon peaks varying from 1S,000 to 18,000 feet. One distinguished officer 
of the Trigonometrical Survey of India, Major Thuillier, who was present at the 
meeting, had himself taken observations at 7,500 feet. lIe would like to have 
heard from Mr. Whymper what the altitude of the highest mountains which 
he saw lvas. In India the mountains rose to 29,000 feet. What lvas considered 
the highest peak in the world was known as Mount Everest, being named after 
Sir George Everest? a former Surveyor-General of India, but it was to be regretted 
that the local name had not been retained. It was almost on the meridian of 
Calcutta, in Nepal and north-vest of Daljiling, and was called Gaurisinkar by the 
people in the neit,hbourinC district. It was for many years traversed from east to 
west by the Great Triangulation, and the result of a great number of observations was 
to prove that its height was 29,002 ( 5 feet. Lord Canning, who was at that time 
Governor-General of India, was estremely ansious to find a still higher peak, to 
be named after her most gracious Majesty; btlt though another had been discovered 
28>278 feet, in Little Kashmir territory, and was still unchristened, but styled " K 
for the present, none had yet been met with higher than Mount Everest. He com- 
plimented Mr. Whymper on his splendid achievements in mountain climbinC, and 
said the Survey of India would be glad of such a recruit. 
The PRESIDENT, in proposing a vote of thanks to the author of the paper, said 
that Mr. Whymper had stated that one of his objects in visiting the Andes was to 
discover at what height it was possible to esist. This reminded him (the President) 
of Coleridge's argument between the stlicide and nature, where the suicide said,- 
' If the life be the question, and the thiIlg sellt to try, 
And to live on be ' Yes,' what s-ould 'No ' be ? To die." 
It was only among poets that any description could be found resembling Mr. 
NVhymper's account of his adventures on the marshy heights of Sara-urcu. It was 
nwore like Milton's description of Satan's journey through chaos than anything else 
he had elrer ead. In his previous lecture before the Royal Institution, Mr. AVhymper 
gave a less scientific, and less geographically useful, but an extremely entertaining 
account of his adventures, with minute descriptions ofthe l;errible sufferinas endured 
by himself and his two gallant mountaineers from the Alps. His predecessor n the 
summit of Cotopaxi had seen nothing, but Mr. Whymper enlained tnere twenty-four 
hours, determined to look about him and make observations. Chimborazo had long 
beeIl considered the highest peak of the Andes, but that now appeared to be a 
mistake, because Mr. Whymper had informed him that in Peru or Bolivia, south of 
the equator, there were points which were probably two or three thousand feet 
higher. One thing was clear, that Mr. Whymper had made important corrections, 
which would be of great value to cartographers in drawing maps of the district. 
They must all feel proud that it was an Englishman who had scaled the hei<,hts of 
all these mountains. With the single exception of Cotopaxi, none of the mountains 
had been. previously ascended. Th()se who knes most of the Andes would best 
appreciate he value of the additions which Mr. NVhyruper had made to our know- 
ledge of that range. 
Mr. C. R. MARKHAM said his experience of the Andes only embraced the 
Cordilleras ofPeru and Chili, and he was personally unacquainted with the Andes of 
Ecuador. Ee had listene(l with great interest to Mr. 71Vhymper's theory respectina 
the non-esistence of two parallel chains iIl Ecuador. II1 Peru, however, the two 
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ranges were di.stinctly marked, one being generally of a so]canic claaracter, and the 
other being fossiliferous to its hiChest summits. Mr. David Forbes had informed 
llim that the loftiest mountains in Bolivia had Silurian fossils to their topmost 
heiahts. Mr. Whymper had stated that the peak of Sara-urcu (which meant male 
zmaize) was not vo]canic. Possibly that might indicate a continuation of the 
Eastern Cordillera of Peru. Mr. Whymper appeared to have been infolmed that the 
President of Ecuador who ordered the restoration of the pyramids erected to mark 
the ends of the base measured by the Frellch savans, placed them where they could 
best be seeIl instead of in the exact positions in which they were originally built. 
Don Vicente Rocafuerte, however, was well acquainted with the geodetic science of 
his time, and it was his irltention aud his orders, at all events, that the pyramids 
should be placed in their former positions. He was one of the most enlightened men 
who ever ruled in South America, a mathematician and good classical scholar, as 
lvell as a statesnlan. At present it is the fashion to depreciate South Americans, but 
it ought to be remembered that the South American Republics have produced men 
of great distinction as mathematicians, geocrraphers, and botanists. At thepresent 
time, Don Jose Tliana, of Colombia, is an eminent botanist, of European reputa- 
tion, while our Honorary Associate Paz Soldan of Peru, Vidal Gormaz of Chili, and 
Moreno of Buenos Ayres are distinguished geoCraphels. 
Mr. ETHERIDG[E said that Mr. David Forbes, whose observations had been alluded 
to by Mr. Markham, examined the geological structure of Peru and Bolisria in the 
years 1857-60, and brouaht home a remarkable series of fossils ranging from the 
Silurian to the Jurassic rocks. These fossils were examined by the late Mr. Salter 
and himself (Mr. Etheridge), the result of lvhich was that twenty-five species were 
named. The Silurian fauna predominated and was observed by Forbes 2S,000 feet 
above the sea at the summit of the Andes. These Silurian roclis occupied an area 
of 80,000 square miles. The Devonian formation was present also, many species from 
strata of that aOe having been collected. The calboniferous roolSs ascend up to 
1S,000 feet in Bolivia, in the provinces of Arque and Oruro, and north of Lake Titicaca. 
These rocks are hit,hly fossiliferous, containing many British species; besides these, 
Jurassic rocks extensively occur, witll ammonites closely allied to our own species. 
The Jurassic series range from Chili throuCh the Desert of Atacama. 
Askya, {he laryest VOIGanO of IceZand; Wit71 a short Descrzptio of {/le 
(9dCadahra?bn. By WDI. (;EO. Loas. 
Map, p. 512. 
HANTING twice visited Askja (in 1878 and 1880), of which thele is no 
account in English e:xcept the brief notice by Mr. Watts,* the writer is 
enabled to ^,ive a fuller and more detailed account of this remarkable 
volcano. 
Slightly to the east of the centre of the island lies tlle (:)dadahraull 
(" misdeed lava-desert '), the largest la+Ta.desert in Xceland. According; 
to the cartographel Herra Gunnlaugsson the 6dadahlaun has an area 
of 1200 square miles, and it forms part of a file-blasted uninhabitable 
wilderness of at least dotlble that area, lying between the Jokulsa and 
* In his paper in vol. 2z1vi. of the Royal Geographical Society's Journal7 and iIl his 
book ' Across the Vatna Jokull.' 
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